
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Application of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ) 
EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. for a Class 103 ) Docket No. 50-361 
License to Acquire, Possess, and Use ) 
a Utilization Facility as Part of ) Amendment Application 
Unit No. 2 of the San Onofre Nuclear ) No. 79 
Generating Station 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, hereby.  

submit Amendment Application No. 79.  

This amendment application consists of Proposed Technical Specification Change 

No. NPF-10-290 to Facility Operating License No. NPF-10. Proposed Technical 

Specification Change No. NPF-10-290 is a request to revise Technical 

Specification 3/4.10, "Special Test Exceptions." The proposed change would 

include a new Specification 3/4.10.7, "18 Month Channel Calibrations." 
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Subscribed on this le day of 1989.  

Respectfully submitted, 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 

By: 

Subscr bed and sworn to before me this 
t ay o fof 

SEAL 
AGNES CRABTREE 

Notary Public-California 
. iLOS ANGELES COUNTY 

Notar Public in and for the County of jy Cammn. Exp. Sep. 14.1990 

Los Angeles, State of California ym E 

Charles R. Kocher 
James A. Beoletto 
Attorneys for Southern 
California Edison Company 

By:



DESCRIPTION AND SAFETY ANALYSIS 
OF PROPOSED CHANGE NPF-10-290 

This is a request to revise Technical Specification 3/4.10, "Special Test 
Exceptions," to include a new specification, 3/4.10.7, "18 Month Channel 
Calibrations," to the Unit 2 Technical Specifications.  

Existing Specifications: 

Unit 2: Not Applicable 

Proposed Specifications: 

Unit 2: See Attachment A 

Description: 

The proposed change would revise Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.10, "Special 
Test Exceptions" to include a new Specification 3/4.10.7, "18 Month Channel 
Calibrations," to the Unit 2 Technical Specifications. TS 3/4.10.7 is 
necessary to permit a one time extension of the 18 month surveillance 
requirements for certain instrumentation included in TS 3/4.3.1, "Reactor 
Protective Instrumentation, "TS 3/4.3.2, "Engineered Safety Feature Actuation 
System Instrumentation," TS 3/4.3.3.5, "Remote Shutdown Instrumentation," and 
TS 3/4.3.3.6, "Accident Monitoring Instrumentation." 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 is currently in its first 
extended cycle of operation and has proposed increasing surveillance intervals 
to 24 months for those surveillance tests which cannot be reasonably 
accomplished during operation. With the exception of extension of RPS, ESFAS, 
Remote Shutdown and Accident Monitoring Instrumentation calibrations, all of 
the required proposed changes are currently under NRC review.  

In support of extending 18 month instrument calibration intervals to 24 
months, SCE undertook a detailed study of past instrument drift performance to 
the extent that it could be determined from as left and as found calibration 
data. The study examined surveillance results of approximately two-thirds of 
the population of 300 instruments covered by the four technical specifications 
involved for the past three 18 month calibration cycles. The goal of the 
study was to establish experienced drift rates which.could be used to 
calculate the drift for a 24 month surveillance interval for comparison with 
the drift allowance.  

During SCE review of the drift study, questions were identified regarding the 
statistical validity of the methpds used to evaluate the observed data.  
Specifically, the questions related to the method used to combine the 
observations from different calibration cycles, and the conclusions reached 
regarding the maximum drift rate for each type of transmitter based on this 
data, and the magnitude of transmitter drift used in the setpoint calculation.  
After reviewing the approach used with our consultants, SCE has developed a
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valid approach to evaluate the data. SCE is confident that the drift study 
will ultimately demonstrate the acceptability of 24 month calibration 
intervals.  

The rework of the drift study is being expedited but will require some time to 
complete. This will allow minimal time for NRC review of the four proposed 
technical specification changes to permanently extend the current calibration 
interval to 24 months. San Onofre Unit 2 cannot complete the current cycle of 
operation because many of the calibrations will expire prior to the end of the 
cycle, even taking advantage of the Technical Specification 4.0.2 allowed 25% 
extension. SCE is, therefore, requesting a one time extension of the 
calibration interval for those instruments which cannot be calibrated during 
power operation, in the form of a special test exception. Essentially, the 
special test exception would suspend the applicability of Specification 4.0.3, 
which conservatively considers the instruments to be inoperable solely on the 
basis of failure to complete a surveillance requirement within the specified 
interval. Other required surveillance tests, (daily channel checks and 
monthly channel functional tests) which are unaffected by the proposed special 
test exception would continue to assure high confidence in instrument 
operability. The special test exception will expire when the plant first 
enters the mode in which operability is not required in the Cycle 5 refueling 
outage or October 1, 1989, whichever occurs first. All other instruments will 
be calibrated with the plant operating. The list of specific instruments and 
their functions are included in Attachment B.  

As a result of SCE's investigations into extending certain 18 month 
surveillance requirements to 24 months, most instrument problems were found to 
have been discovered by daily channel checks and monthly functional tests, 
which remain unaffected by the proposed change, not channel calibrations. In 
many cases, monthly channel functional tests calibrate the remainder of the 
channel except for the transmitter. In general, the setpoint calculations 
assume that the remainder of the channel is calibrated at the same frequency 
as the transmitter. Verification of the accuracy of the remainder of the 
channel at the monthly functional test makes this assumption conservative, by 
introducing margin which would tend to compensate for any transmitter drift 
beyond that assumed in the setpoint calculation during the requested extension.  

Many of the instruments for which the extension is requested are accident 
monitoring and remote shutdown instrumentation. The instruments are used for 
qualitative assessment of plant conditions in a post accident situation and 
for plant shutdown from outside the control room. The effect of an 
incremental amount of drift on the accuracy of the instrumentation which could 
occur during the effective period of the proposed change would be 
inconsequential to the decisions made on the basis of this instrumentation.  

An inherent assumption in the use of observed as left and as found calibration 
data.in the drift study is that this data consists entirely of instrument 
drift. This assumption is conservative because the data includes the effects 
of differences in conditions which likely existed when each calibration was
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performed. Examples of these differences include different environmental 
conditions, different technicians, and differences in calibration 
instruments. SCE believes that the proposed extension would provide 
additional data which may allow qualitative assessment of the relative 
contribution of drift and calibration conditions for the observed as found and 
as left data. If as found as left differences are not appreciably different 
than those of previous cycles, then what is being measured is likely dominated 
by uncertainties associated with the calibration rather than actual drift.  
Such information is important to furthering both SCE and NRC initiatives to 
extend refueling surveillance intervals.  

Safety Analysis 

The proposed change described above shall be deemed to involve a significant 
hazards consideration if there is a positive finding in any of the following 
areas: 

1. Will operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed 
change involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated? 

Response: No 

The proposed change is a one time extension to the 18 month 
surveillance tests for the instrumentation identified in 
Attachment B. This is the only cycle which SCE expects to be longer 
than the proposed NRC generic letter eliminating the 3.25 limit on 
extension of 18 month surveillances. The setpoint analyses assumes 
that all channels drift the same and in the most adverse direction.  
In reality, channels likely drift in a more random manner with not 
all redundant channels drifting the same and not all in the 
non-conservative direction. The small magnitude of any drift due to 
the extension of the 18 month surveillance would not significantly 
affect the sequence of events in the accident and transient 
analyses. The proposed extension does not represent a radical 
increase in the calibration interval including the 25% extension 
currently allowed by technical specifications. The proposed change 
would result in an approximately further 10% increase. Daily 
channel checks and more channel functional tests will continue to be 
required at the frequencies for instruments affected by the proposed 
change. These surveillances will continue to assume that the 
instrument reliability assumed in the basis of the Technical 
Specifications is maintained. Therefore, the proposed change will 
not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.
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2. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed 
change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated? 

Response: No 

The proposed change does not modify the configuration of the 
facility or its mode of operation. Therefore, the proposed change 
will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated.  

3. Will operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed 
change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Response:. No 

As discussed above, the proposed change does not significantly 
affect the sequence of events in the accident or transient analyses, 
nor is the extension of the surveillance intervals radically 
different from what is currently permitted by the technical 
specifications. Therefore, the proposed change will not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  

SAFETY AND SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION 

Based on the above Safety Analysis, it is concluded that: (1) the proposed 
change does not constitute a significant hazards consideration as defined by 
10 CFR 50.92; and (2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety 
of the public will not be endangered by the proposed change; and (3) this 
action will not result in a condition which significantly alters the impact of 
the station on the environment as described in the NRC Final Environmental 
Statement.  
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